You Will Want to Be There
From Start to Finish
As you begin planning to attend the largest
and most prestigious ATM event in the
world, you most definitely will want to “see
how it ends”. It is an impressive program
with a theme throughout of “Reinventing
the ATM Ecosystem - a new dawn of selfservice innovation”. Don’t miss a single
day...
Day 1 starts with pre-conference
workshops and committee meetings for
ATMIA members. Sign up for a workshop to
take a deep-dive into essential and timely
topics – including Fraud and Logical Security
– Trends & Tactics, Physical Security, the
bleeding edge of Customer Authentication at the ATM, and your NextGen ATM journey (from
both technology and business perspectives. Later in the day, ATMIA members are invited to
attend the ATM Town Hall – a panel discussion of “The Road Ahead to 2050 as Viewed in
ATMIA’s 25th Year”, followed by the Opening Reception.
Day 2 kicks off the conference’s formal educational program. But before that, we have the
annual awards ceremony and a very special keynote speaker to inspire you! Then take your
pick of 18 breakout sessions covering a full spectrum of engaging educational
topics. Sessions include “Cost Savings Through ATM Recycling” in the Financial Institutions
track; “How to Leverage Existing ATMs for the Crypto Revolution” in the IAD/ISO track; and
an ATM Industry track presentation on “ATMs at the Heart of Retail and Financial Services
Convergence”.
Day 3 features an impressive roster of plenary sessions. Presenters address topics that
affect all sectors of the ATM industry. Sessions already committed include a look at the
latest technology for remote monitoring of your ATM fleet; a Federal Reserve review of the
surge of currency in circulation during the pandemic; and how ATM operators are leveraging
Big Data Analytics to optimize ATM placement, enhance the cardholder experience and
monetize new revenues from existing transactions.
Our host venue for 2022 is a favorite of our members and attendees – the Sapphire Falls
Resort at Universal Studios, Orlando FL. Visit the conference website for more information
about the event and the venue.
If you have not attended an ATMIA U.S. conference within the past three years, you qualify
for the 'New Attendee' rate. For everyone else, Early Bird rates are in effect now for
the greatest savings – but only for a limited time.

